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ABSTRACT 

The application areas qf microprocesso~s have been 

growing recently. In addition to various areas, efficient 

and reliable results can be obteined in duplex elevator 

control systems. 

The,ob.ject ci f this thesis is to apply microprocessor 

control on a duplex lift· system. 

Lifts, as known, transport passengens between floors 

upwards or downwards; consequently these systems dissipate 
'. .,. , 

much power. Most.of the power is spent by lti.ft motors and 

partially by control units.The aim of the thesis is to 

construct a more powerful control system reducing the pqy,er 

consumption and increasing the reliability. Since all logic 

combinations are considered the performance of the duplex 

lift system is maximized, the waiting time of passengers 

is minimized, thus up-down traffic speed is increased. 

, 



OZET 

Son giinlerde,mikroi~lemcilerin uygulama alanlar1 

gittike;e geni§lemektedir.Qok c;efJitli uygulama alanlar1 

yan1nda, mikroi~lemciler ikili (duplex) asans6r sistem~ 
, , , 

lerinin kontroltinde de guv~nilir ve etkin olarak kulla-

.n11~r. Mikroi§lemcilerin kUllan1mlar1n1n yayg1n olmas1-

n1n ba§11ca nedenlerinden birisi, az gUe; sarfetmeleri-

dire 

Bilindi.~i gibi asans6rler yolcular1 a§a~1 veya 

, yukar1 dogru tafJ1rlar. DolaY1s1yla 'bu sistemler e;ok glic; 
I 

harcarlar. Harcanan guctin bUytik bir k1sm1 asansor motor-

lar1nia, kalan k1sm1da kontrol iinitelerinde harcaD1r. 

Bu tezin ana hedefi mikroi§lemci kulla~arak kontrol uni

telerindeki'giic; tasarrufunu azamiye C;l.karmak ve 'yolcula

r1n hizruet bekleme sUrelerini 'asgariye indirmek, dolaY1-

sl.yle-yukar1-a§a~1. trafik h1z1n1 yUkseltmektir. 

" 
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CRAfrER I. 

DEFINITION OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM 

A duplex lift s~stem is built with two cabins which 

co-operate .in an optimum manner. Automatically both cars 
.' 

adapt to the frequently changing traffic situations ih 

office buildings, hotels, hospitals, e.t.c. The main goal 

in a duplex lift system is to minimize the waiting time 
.! 

of passengers and to save' energy by operating both cars 

optimally. 

First, the cars should be allocated automatically 
-

at the optimum waitins .floors. The control system divides 

upward and downward travel into vari~bl~ zones. The 
CHlfbtLEBI 

arrangement of these zones depends upon the mocations of 

cabins, the direction's of b~th cars, adapting to the given 

situation with every scanning cycle of the control system. 

1 

.' 



, , 
Up and down landing calls arereg~stered in a common 

storage and assigned- to the lifts ~n accordance with 

the zones momentarely established by the automatic 

zone allocator. 

• 

The 'flexible service zone principle' in a duplex 

lift system is studied via Figs.I.l., 1.2., and 1.3. 

In Fig.I.l. the lift group is at rest. Neither car nor 

landing. calls have been registered. ';rhe positions of the 

cars are the ones which are last served floors~ The 

automa~ic- z~ne allocator h~s establi~h~d ~onesfor 

allocation of the landing cC\lls in,accordance with-the 

locations-of the two cars. 

As an example, suppose car B has been started 

downwards in response to an in-cabin or a landing request 

like in Fig.I.2. Since car B is now no longer available 

for upward travel the automatic allocator extends the 

,operating zone 0 f car A upwards to the landing call down 

of the 6th floor. 

If any of both lifts is being used for special uses, 

e.g. for furniture transportation, and is thus disconnected 

from the comIIllon external control by operation of a key 

switch, thBCase is shown in Fig.I.}. The automatic zone 

2 
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allocator takes into account of _this situation by auto

matically transferring the entire, zone allocation to the 

liftB. The same thing occurs as' B is busy or a car is 

fully loaded. Sm the flexible service zone principle 

provides optimum car service distribution. 

4 

, 

A duplex lift system has also 'collective' character. 

As any car is going downwards it mu'st collect all passengers' 

on its way to travel. 

The major advantages of the microprocessor based duplex 

li'ft system are so called short waiting times, reliabi::I.ity, 

and low cost operation~ Short waiting times are performe. by 

bringing free cars to ideal waiting. pO,sitions to provide 

the shortest approach times to calls". The rel~ability comes 

from the microcomputer controlling. The cost of ~he system 
. -

is greately reduced by using memories instead of some 

logic gates. 



The scope of this thesis is to show that micro

computers can be successfully employed in the control 

of common eleva~or systems. 

The aim is to construct., and operate the control 

of a duplex lift group that has five floors. 

All lift signa1s are maintained in a logical 

manner and sent to lift. motors, doors,passengers, lift 

operators, e.t.c. 

5 

The control system receives and registers 'Incoming 

Signals' from landing call buttons, in-cabin stop buttons 

and door light sensors (shown as dqshed lines in Fig. 

1.4).' incoming signals are generated by pushing buttons, 

keying switchesahd passing' through in front of doors. 

'Information signals' display the right informations 

about the positions of cabins. The information signals 

are drawn as dotted lines in Fig. 1.4. !. 

The microcomputer gathers.together all these 

signals cited before and decides what to do for the 

lift group. 
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·CHAP.DER II. 

MErHOIDLOGYl U.SED IN. THE DESIqN. 

The pPcontrolled duplex lift system is designed 

according to the specifications and underlying. goals 

gi ven in this section. These speci.fications are . 

determined as stated below: 

-The microcomputer system should ensure noiseless· 

operation •. The meaning of this statement is that the 

duplex system should be insensitive to heat, coldness, 

dust and moisture. 

-Each car retains the selected direction of travel 

until all car callsaand allocated landing calls in 

that direction have been answered. ·When the last call 

in one direction has been answered the next direction 

of travel is reserved automatically. If, for example, 

the car answers a down landing call at the end of its 

upward travel the IOViN. direction is registered as . the 

next direction of travel. At the same time the IOWN 

7 



hall lantern illuminates. 

-The buttons and indicators should include: 

1., Floor buttons, illuminating 'as call acceptance; , 

stop buttons; and alarm buttons. ' 
. ' 

2. Car position indicators above the enterance. 

3. One 'UP' and one 'roWN,' call button for each 

intermediate floor iiluminating as call ac'ceptance. 

4. Two up or down direction'arrows for each floor 

in.front of-each cabin door. 

-A load measurement circuit with a full-load 

signal ,should prevent a fully loaded car from stopping 

for landing calls. 

'--Reservation control for disconnecting a lift 

from the external control during special uses, car 

cleaning, e.t.c. should be provided. 

The microprocessor control should provide all of 
\.. 

these specifications which have been mentioned. 

Under this aspect the main system can be divided 

into subparts as shown in Fig 11.1. 

Four types of signals are sent tb the CPU, ~nd 

memory unit of the system. These signals come from 

landing calls, floor indicators, in-cabin ca]ls 

8 
~' 



and light sensors. The CPTh handles these signals 
i 

logically, and then sends several signals to button 

displays, lift motors, ~nd doors. 

The design procedure is started by describing 

theBe sub-parts, ~nd then constructing a flow chart. 

Among different choices, the simplest and 

cheapest ones with minimum number of hardware 
! 
I 

components a.re chosen. The emphasise of the system 

is shifted to software for economy. 

LANDING CALL Ihi~;:;~ 
BUTTONS ~': ~_&'" ~ 

,.. __ "'::::::~--li;::.;.;l.-_I 
LIFT HOTORS 

CPU 
& 

MEMORY{ UNIT. roORS EOOR INDICATOR~ 
t· ~,~c;~""""c"::'':;~~~~_'''''_'~'_'>:-'_'':''-...;;;:~~~~.~ ____ ~ 

r L"75'g~ IN.EDRMATIONS 
LIGHT SENSORS f-=-V TO PASSENGERS 

Fig. II~1 System Block Diagram 
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CRAPrER I II. 

SYSTEM; HiARDWARE 

Tehe block diagram of the systein is shown in Fig. 

111.1. The microcomputer system consist of: 

1. One microprocessing Unit (CPU) 

2. Two'Read Only Memories (ROlvl) 

3. Three Parallel. Input/ Output~Interface Circuits 

(PIA) • 

4. One Address Decoder Circuit. 

This block diagram represents all of the hardware 

required for a fully operational microcomputer system. 

The 'Data Bus' is shared between all devices in the 

system. The 'Control Bus' is shared by all devices which 

get their required signals from the bus. Different 
, 

combinations of signals maybe received from the 'Address 

Bus' to define where each device is located. 

The st~dy will first begin with the I/O devic·es 

in the following sections. 

10 
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Fig. III.1 The Control. System 



III. 1. Buttons and Switches 
-------~----------~-

i 

Buttons transmit signals to the CPU as they are 

.pressed. According to hardware characteristics the 
, .. 

buttons can be studied in three types: 

A. Push Buttons 

These are Ih-Cabin Stop Request, Landing Call, 

and Alarm Buttons. 

'In-Qabin' buttons send requests to the CPU to move 

the cabin towards the desired floor. When the CPU admits 

the request the corresponding LED lights, the cabin' will 

be locked and started tmvards the floor 'whose button has 

been.pressed •. 

'Landing Call' buttons signal to the CPU that some-

12 
fC 

one would like to go to another floor from the one whose 

button has been pushed. The CPU chooses the,most suitable 

cabin, and starts it immediately towards the passenger. 

To indicate that the pushed landing call has bee~ accepted 

the LED of the pushed button will light. If not so, it 

means both cars have been occupied by pseceding requests. 

'Alarm Buttons' are pushed when any dangerous 



III. 1. Buttons and Switches --------------------
i 

Buttons transmit signals to the CPU as they are 

pressed. According to hardware characteristics the 

buttons can be studied in three types: 

A. Push Buttons 

T.hese are lb.-Cabin Stop Request, Landing Call, 

and Alarm Buttons. 

'In-Qabin' buttons send requests to the CPU to move 

the cabin towards the desired floor. When the CPU admits 

the request the corresponding LED lights, the cabin' will 

be lock;ed and started towards the floor'whose button has 

been pressed •. 

12 
'f. 

'Landing Call' buttons signal to the CPU that some

one would like to go to another floor from the one whose 

button has been pushed. The CPU chooses the,most suitable 

cabin, and starts it immediately towards the passenger. 

To indicate that. the pushed landing call has bee~ accepted 

the LED of the pushed button will light. If not so, it 

means both cars have been occupied by peeceding requests. 

'Alarm Buttons' are pushed when any dangerous 



condition occurs. A red LED begins to flash on and Off 

to indicate the emergency. 

All of these three types of push buttons are 
i 

connected to bidirectional PIA da~a lines. 

The push buttons explained here are designed as 

.. shown in Fig. lIn. 2. 

As the button is free there is some voltage on 

the capacitor C1 so that it is enough to pull the PIA 
• data line t.o logic 1 level. The voltage at Node 2 is 

304 Volts, the inverter output· is low, and the LED is 

turned off. If the button is p'ressed the voltage at 

Node 1 drops to zero, theLEED lights showing that.someone 

wants a car.On the other hand the voltage at Node 2 

drops to -1 V. temporarily, then rises to 3.4 V. This 

negative going pulse feeds to the interrupt gate, Caus

ing the interrupt bit ot the PIA is set. If any inter

rupt is received the CPU, scans all plA(ldata 'lines to 

find out the' pressed button. The CPU'checks whether the 

r~quest is acceptable or not. If acceptable it changes 

the corresponding PIA line to output; so the LED remains 

lighted. 

13 

Since the voLtage on the capacitor Ca' Ras been 

charged to 3.4 V multiple presses do not create interrupt 

." ' .. ,~., 

\ 



Fig.III.2 The Circuit Diagram of Landing Calls, 

In-Cabin Stop Request, and Alarm Buttons. 
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pulses any longer .. The interrupt pulse iSlgenerated i~ 

and only if the direction of the data line is programmed 

as input. 

B. Alarm Clear Button 

15 

" rrhe 'Alarm Clear' button: is located in the .operator's . 

room to clear the alarm after the emergency has been over

come. The circuit diagram: is shown in Fig, 111.3. As pushed . 

. the voltage at Node.2 drops to nearly ~ero Volt, then rises 

to logic 1 level. This negative going pulse sets the inter

rupt bit in the control register of the PIA. 

C. Special Transportation & stop Switches 

, 
They have two states. When the routine is finished 

they should be turned off. These types of switches send 

interrupt pulses not only as turned on but also as turned 

o.ff. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 111.4. 
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Light s~nsors are mounted 'in front of cabin doors 

of both lifts. They are used for counting the passengers 

entering or exiting the cabins. A seven segment,display 

is connected to the outputs of each light sensor to 

indicate the number of passengers within any cabin. 

To detect the direction of mo:\;ionl two sensors for 
I 

each door are built up. The block diagram is drawn in 

Fig. II1.5. 

Light Photo t==,~ 
B "'j. Senso-";;;;;=~l 

earn.is' (IN.) r 

LENS'" 

Source 

fig. III.5 The Block Diagram of the Light Sensor. 
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A light beam produced by a light source is split 

and directed towards two'phototransistors. If the inci

dent beam path is broken due to such as a person pass

ing through, a sigmal is produced. ~is is fed to the 

trigger input of the one-shot multivibrator to get the 

count pulse. The counter counts up or down by one depend-

ing on the direction of motion. 

The circuit diagram of the light sensor is shown 

in Fig. 111.6. When the beam falls on the phototransistor 

the collector to emitter resistance decreases to a few 
-~ 

hUI\dred ohms. If the beam- path is broken the collector 

to emitteJi resistance increases to several mego~s, causing 

relntively high positive voltage at the input of inverter 

:tTl. The steep edge 0 f the rapidly falling output is 

differantiated by el, RZ, and R3 to produce a sharp pulse. 

This pulse is then inverted blf the inverter N.3 and applied 

to the count-up input of the counter. The pulse is also 
I 

used to hold the other one-shot at reset for 'awhile not 

to generate a down count pulse. 

Each successive breaking of the beam causes the 

counter to count up by one. 

The down counting part of the circuit operates 

like the previous one. 
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The BCD outputs 0 f the Up/Down count(3r are 

connected to a diiver&decoder circuit to drive a 

. seven segment display, individuals thus are aware 

of the number 0 f passengers in cabins. 

The outputs of both light sensors are fed to PIA 

data lines and interrupt g~te. As the control program 

is executed the interrupt pulses can be sent to the CPU,. 

I f the CPU., is appropriate to handle the- count interrupt 

it jumps to scan the light sensor outputs, finds out 

the direction of motion, ~nd finally increments -or 

decrements- by one the number of passengers stored in 

the RAM. 

20 

The transportation capacity of·each cabin is sup

posed to be six in this thesis; although it can be easily 

changed by changing the software. 



The duplex lift simulator has been constructed to 

see the movement of the cabins in laboratory, since this 

thesis doesn't include the interface circuitry between 

the c9ntrol part and a real lift group. 

21 

The lift simulator is designed with shift registers 

and their-outputs are connected to LEDs. A "l"may be 

shifted up or down, or stopped to replace the lift's 

motion. The simulator also contains "Lock/Unlock Door", 

11 DJor Open/Closed", and "Overloaded" signals. Here only 

the duplex lift simulator part is explained, while the 

others will be studied in the software sections. 

fig. 111.7 The Block Diagram of the Li~ttSimulator. 
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The block diagram of the lift simulatop is shown 
,-

in Fig. II~~, and the circuit diagram in Fig. I~I.8. 

The CPU loads the lift simulator at restart. The 

directions 0 f the cabins should be set to UP position· ., 
before loading. All the inputs of shift registers are 

set to zero except the first input; the MODE CON~RO]j.. 

input is pulled up; and then the LOAD pulse is applied 

22 

to the CLK!! i~puts of all shift registers. Thus all zeros 

and a Ill" at the :j..nputs are loaded to the outputs. 

An astable multivibratorhas been designed to 

generate shift clock pulses. 
- . 

If the CPU sets the UP output to high the shift, 

right clock pulses are enabled and the "1" simulating 

the cabin begins to shift right. The same thing appears 

as the DO\VN. signal is applied. 
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111.4 !!!~-g~~_~_~~I1!Q!::l_~!!!~' 

The CPU and memory part of the lift control system 

is constructed with: Microprocessing Unit, Read Only 

Hemories, Peripheral Interface Adapters, ,and Addres 

Decoder circuits. Fig. 111.1 shows the block diagram .. 
of the microcomputer system. The detailed I/O configur-

ation is redrawn in Fig. 111.9. 

• MC 6802 is the heart 'of the system. It is ~ mono-

lithic 8-bit microprocessor performing the centralcontrol 

function for the system. The MPlLcan execute 72 different 

instructions including arithmetic, logical, shift, rotate, 

load, store, conditional or unconditional branch, jump, 

interrupt, ahd stack manipulation instructions. 

·:~·~.~.o l·~::; ~ ;;.::~;_~ 11~~.r-; 

The HC 6802 has seven addressing modes that can be 

used by the programmer, with the addressing mode a function 

of both the type of the instruction ~nd the coding within 

the instructions. 

A RAM of 128-bytes and a clock generator is also 

present in the MC 6802. 
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·FI-4 floor Ind. c. PB6 ' FI-4 Floor Indc: PB6 E 
INT C4,C5,Sa,Cnt. c PB? gS] 1NTC4,C5,Cnt. c PB 
UP/roWl,r A "C CB CS2 UP/:OOWN A c CB1 

,CB2 CSo r- CB2 
V R/W c: Vcc .. ,cc 

PIA3 

D5 Down Request 
D4 Down Request 
U4 Up' Request 
D3 Down Request 

U3 Up Request 
D2Down Request 

U2 'Up Request 
Ul Up Request 
Load SH.Reg. B 

Load Sh.Reg. A 
Clear Counter B 

Special Uses Sw. 
Alarm for B 

Alarm for A 
~INT AA,AB 

INT AC 

CAl 

RSl 
RES 
ro 
Dl 

,D2 

D3 
D4 

E 
CSl 

CS2 
csa 
R/lN .r 

l'J.g.III.9 I/O Lines of PIAs. 
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The PIA I/O lines can be divided into three types 

according to their directions: 

A. Inputs: 

26 

1. Floor Indicators: 'l'hey stay for indicating where 

the lifts are; namely F.I.1, F.I.2, F.I.3, F.I.4, and F.I.5. 

2. Door Open/Closed· Inputs: They show Jhe doors of . 

the cabins are closed or not. The lift won't start if its 

door is open. 

, 3. Start/Stop Signals: They come from the Start/Stop 

switches mounted in the cabins to stop the lift for some 

purposes. 

4. Passenger Count Signals:T·hey are sent via light 

sensors to count the passengers in ,cabins. T-bese signals 

are only enabled when the doors are open. The CPlL counts 

up.or down by one depending on the direction of. motion 

of passengers. 

5. Interrupt Inputs:lnterrupt signals are created 

by pushing the request buttons. The interruptsignals are 

sent to PIAs using CAl and CB·i:Linputs. 

B.Outputs: 

1. Lock/Unlock Doors: As the CPU) decides the door 

of a cabin shall be locked it sends a zero to lock. A 

lock relay can be commanded using this signal. 



2. Overloaded A/B: They indicate the bearing capacity 

of' a cabiniis':exceededcoI!unot. Only six passengers are 
~ . 

allowed to travel; ·otherwise the lift ignores all requests 

and ~oesn't start. 

3. Start/Stop A/B: They are used to start or stop the 

lifts. If the CPU. sets the line to "1", the corresponding 

lift begins to move in the intended direction. 

4. Up/Down A/B: These outputs are connected to the 
/ 

shift right/left inputs of the lift simulator. 
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5. Clea;, Counters: The CPU clears the passenger counters 

at restart by qending a pulse to CLEAR inputs of the counters. 

6. Load Shift Registers: These outputs send pulses to 

load the lift simulator at the initial~zatio~. 

C. Bidirectional Data Lines: 

1. In-Cabin Buttons: They are mounted in each cabmn . 

signalling which floor one would like to reach. The in-cabin 

buttons are named as Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5. These are 

programmed as inputs at the initialization. When pressed, 

they send both informations to data lines and interrupts to 

interrupt gates. If the request is acceptable the MPU 

changes the direction of the line' to output.' The direction 

is reverted back to input after the request has been sreved. 

2. Landing Calls:They are located in front of cabin 

doors to indicate a passenger demands a lift. Landing call 



.buttons are named as U.1, U2, U~3, U4, and D5, D4, D3, D2. 

3. Alarm AlB Buttons: As pushed ~he CPU I changes the 

direction of the data line to output and lights the ALARM 
I 

, lamp. 

4. Special Use Switch:' This switch is turned on to 

reserve t'he lift A for some special uses. 
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Decoding addresses is done by using a 3 to 8 decoder.· 

The inputs of the address decocer are A'5' A14, and A". 

Here A15 is the MSB, and All ~s the LSB •. The pinouts 0 f the 

decoder is dravm in Fig. 111.10. 

There exist three PIAsand two EPROMs to be addressed • 

The locations are chosen as: 

PIA': 80 00 80 03 

PIA2: 80 04 - 80 07 

. PIA3:, 80 08 80 OB 

ROE,: FOOO - F7 FF 

ROH2: F8 00 - FF FF 

. \ 

The EPROM decoding ls achieved using only ~Prog pins. 

The Output Enable(~J pins are grounded. 

I'he RAlvI in the chip is continuously enabled by 

connecting the REinput to Vcc. 

The addre,ss map is drawn in Table III •. ,. 



74LS138 

Fig. 111.10 The Address Decoder. 

. to 
PIAl 80 00 i6~0 0000 0000 0000 . 

80 03 1000 00000000 0011 

A A 

PIA2 80 04 1000 0000 0000 0100 
80 07 1000 0000 0000 0111 

PIA3 80 08 1000 0000 0000 1000 
80 OB 1000 0000 0000 1011 

EPROH1 Fa 00 1 111 0000 0000 0000 
F7 FF 1111 0111 lllJ Jll1_ 

EPROH2 ,lib 00 1111 1000 0000 0000 
FF FF 1111 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 

. - .. -

Table 111.1 The Address Hap. 

fA3 esa 
l~~ 8§z 

~
ccesa 

A2 eSl 
Q4 eS2 . 

~
cceso 

A3 CS1 
Q4 eS2 

fQ6 E 
\GndG 

)Q7 E 
lGndG· 
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CHAPTER IV. 

SISTEH SOIiTVfARE 

'rhe program 'of the Duplex Lift Control System 

includes-two parts: Main Program: and Interrupt Service 
,. 

Routine. In ttiis chapter the two parts of the program 

will be described completely. 

When~the system is turned on the processor begins 

to execute the Main Program whose flow chart is shown 

in Fig. IV.l. The routine can be divided into seven 

parts as stated below: 

1. Restart and Initialization. 

2. Bringing Cars to Optimum Waiting Floors. 

3. Allowing Interrupts for Service Requests. 

4. Scanning. 

5. Starting Appropriate Lifts to Serve Requests. 

6. Testing the Reached Floor. 

'7. Clear~ng the Requests Which Have Been Serv.ed. 
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( START ) 

ring Cars 
. 0 Opt. FIrs •. 

X 
. [set Lift AJ 

Decide AorB 

STOP CAR 

-_-:1/...---, 
Unlock Door! 
Wait for15s1 

1 _ 
\Clearserved\ 
I Reqs ( 

' . 

Fig. IV.1 The Flow Chart of the Whole Program. 
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All of t~ese sub, parts will 'be studied in subsequent 

sections. T~e algorithm of the program has been constructed 

for fille-floored 'duplex systems; howev:er it could be 

easily expanded for higher floored systems. 
I 
I 

• 
IV., Restart and Initialization ---------------------------

When the system is turned 'on the IvlPU clears and 

saves enough memory area'inthe _,2B-byte RAM for stack 

requirements and temporary data ,storage. The PIAs are 

initialized, the lift simulator is loaded, the pass,enger 

'counters are cleared. 

The optimum waiting positions are determined as the 
t ' th ,S floor for the lift A, and the 4 floor for B. 

The flow chart for bringing cars to these floors is 

drawn in FJ.g~ IV.2. As seen, the MPU should execute 

some subroutines listed below: 

1. ReadY to Start AlB Subroutine 

2. Lock Door Subroutine 

3. Unlock Door Subroutine. 

Since they will be used frequently in later routines it 

would be useful to explain them briefly. 



RETURN 
'I.---~-

N 

y 

'\ SET LIFT BI" 
SET LIFT A 

, _______ ~----_~_I 
- oc:: 

y 

CONTROL 
roOR AGAIN 

Fig. IV.2 Bringing Cars to Optimum Waiting Positions. 
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1. Ready to s~art A/B subroutine: 

When the HPU executes the subroutine it decides 
-. 

either the lift is ready to start or not. 1 It checks 

some data such as: 

-Is the -door closed or not? 

-Does the overloading condition exist or not? 

-Is the in..;.cabin STOP switch turned on or no't? 

-Has the ALARI"'l- button been pressed or not?? 

The corresponding lift is ready to start if all 

of these checks have been. passed. The flow chart of 

Ready to Start subroutine is shown in Fig. IV.3. 

2. Lock Door Subroutine: 

. . 
The CPU should lock the corresponding door to 

start the cabin. The subroutine contains a half second 

delay to permit the lock relay .:DO close. This. delay is 

divided into -five parts and executed one by one because 

the CPU must be aware of the other lift, while the lock 

relay delay is executed. 

( 

The processor again controls the door to be sure 

that it is closed and locked at the end of the delay. 

The flow chart of Lock Door Subroutine is shown 

in Fig. IV.4. 
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CAR NOT HE 

Fig. IV.4 "Lock 

Door"Subroutine 

s'rART 

Y 

.Y 

CAR READY 

RETURN. 

( START) 

IiI 

ELAYL forts 

RETURN 

Fig. IV.3 IIReady to 

Start" Subroutine 



·3. Unlock Door Subroutine: 

'rhis subroutine is called When the car has reached 

the floor where itt will stop. Again, .the subroutine 

contains three kinds of delays: Hotor Stop Delay (1 sec), 

Unlock Relay Delay (1 se'c), and waiting (lOsecs). 

The flow chart of Un1:()ck Door Subroutine is drawn 

in fig. IV.5. 

The CPU clears the iriterr~pt mask bit to allow 

interrupts before scarining. All request lines have been 
.' 

programmed as inputs at the initialization. If any button 

is pushed an interrupt pulse is generB:ted to the CPU and 

the corresponding data line falls to zero. The CPU jumps 

to the IIInterrupt Service Routine ll shown in fig. IV.6. 

The interrupt service routine begins to scan all PIA 

data lines to catch the low line. It reverts the direction 

of the low line to output to indicate that the request has 

been accepted. 

I f the interrupt pulse comes from the count inputs', 

it increases or decreases the number of passengers in the 

lift, compares it with six, and decides whether overload

ing condition exists or not. 

. I 

..L ~ .:.: i ~·:c~:::-.ing --------
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START 

I
l.:rotor Stop 
Delay_ 1 sec. 

Fig. IV.8 The Unlock Door Subroutine. 
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( SrART 

r~DORA _I READ CRB 
[ . _ OF PIAl 

, 

y 

SET CAR f 
Sp.Use P. 

[
READ CRB 
OF' PIA2 

\ 

Fig. IV.6. Interrupt 
Service Routine~ 

-. . 1 
, I BEl ~u-1 ~. La' N 

. OVERL6il£U ~?? 
....----'lL---r ~_~. y 

STOP CAR& 
UNLOCK 

\ READ ORB J ( RErURN ) 

\
HEVERT LIN 

• '1'0 OUTPUT 

N-1~LEAR ALARI-11-~---I 
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The largest part 0 f t.he main progr~ is the MScanning" 

routine. The CPU scans all the inputs and de?ides which 

lift will serve for which request. The routine first finds 

out the conditions of cars. The cars may be either unlocked 

or locked, or movj:ng. The processor jumps to the Scanning 

routine if the car is at rest without locking or unlocking. 

The flow chart of the Scanning routine is shown in 

Fig. IV.7. 

.. Before entering the routine the' CPU first records 

the states of the two lifts. These recorded data include 

the locations of both cars, the predetermined directions, 

the number of passengers in each cabins, and the remainder 

delays of the lock or unlock relay. The stored data 

provides the ease of testing conditions frequently. 

'rhe priority is given to the In-Cabin calls 

rather than the Landing calls. The scanning routine 

eliminates the requests which are at ~he opposite direc-
, 

tion and the service is only given to those which"are in 

th~ intended direction. 

The requestifwhich belong to the floor where the 



}lg. IV.? Scanning 

Houtine 

"-I LOCK.A 1 

i 
·1 

l 

iy 
i-<.: U.? 

1 
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_. 

(r--: STAR-T ) 

~Y __ ---;> GO TO "UNLOCK A" 

-""=--It,-----7'> GO TO "REACHED FLOOR A" 

__ -=!>') GO TO "LO CK A" 

y Req . 

., < 

I / ~ I 

t~~'--~~--~ 



cabin is shall be ignored. 

If the special,_transportation key is turned on the 

lift A Vlon't respond the landing calls. If so all the. 

landing calls are :performed.· by one lift. 

Both lifts wait for new requests at the last served 

floors. 

The flow chart of "Recording States" subroutine is 

shown in Fig. IV.8. 
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N. 

[ 1:::1+ 1 

N 

1----:-' --I 

J 

" 

1=1 

Record J 

Fig. 1V.8 Recording 

States of A and B. 

Subroutine. 

reCOrd A up 

~ __ ~1~ __ ~~ ___ ~ 

) .. I 
. ~ecord Bdwnr 

~----_. ,,_..I 
N 

. .. ' 
Record B 

Started 
I 

~----~(--~.~~-'~:----~ .. .j -~ I, 
RecordB -\ Record B 

Unlocked: Locked 
..J., 
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Starting the appropriate car also requires some 

checks. The CPU jumps to the IIReady to start" ,subroutine 

which has been explained earlier. If all the checks are 

passed the CPU, locks the' doo'r, and pulls the CA2 output 

to up to start the lift. The"lift begins to move up or 

down depending on the predetermined direction. 

The "Start Lifti.!' routine is drawn in fig. IV.9. 

IV.6 Reached Floor,Routine ---------------------

.. 
The "Reached Floor" routine is executed to find out 

where the car which has been started is. The routfne is 

entered at every scanning cycle.- The CPU decides whether 

the lift will be stopped or not when any floor has been 

reached. First it checks'if the landing call or in-cabin 
, 

call of the reached floor has been pressed or not.If one 

of both exists and the number of passengers is le~s than 

six the CPU, sends the STOP pulse to th.e lift via CA2 out

put. I f there is no request or the lift is fully loaded, 

it continues. Since the control system has "collective" 

character the lifts collect waiting passengers on their 

directions. ' 



Fig. IV.9 Start Car 

Routine 

i,j 
J. 

N. 

SET LIFr A 

STARl A 

Sl'ART 

SCAN 

Fig. IV. 10 Reached Floor Routine'. 
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Irhe flow chart of Reached Floor routine is shown 

in fig. IV.l0. 

The.served requests should be c~eared to prepare 

46 

the buttons for new requests. The CPU. clears the in-cabin 

requests which belong ~o the reached floors without taking 

into account of the predetermined directions. The landing 

calls which are matched with hhe directions of the lifts 

are also cleared. Clearing actually means changing the 

data output lines to inputs; thus .. the corresponding LEDs 

are turned off. Now the, buttons which belong to the cleared 

PIA lines are ready to receive successive presses. 

(Fig. IV.l1). 
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Fig. IV." Clearing the Served Requests. 

START 

N 

1 

RETURN 
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CRAPrER V • 

. RESULT S AN,D CONCLUSIONS 

V.l Results -------

So far a microproce~sor controlled duplex lift 

system has been designed and built •. 

Wi th the start 0 f, . the design implementation many 

unforseen problems arose. The supply problem has been 

seen very important to feed the microprocessing unit; 

although it is less pronounced for TTL devices. The supply 
/ problem has been held with attention since the system is 

cQnsiderably large. Vcc supply voltage has been refined 

by using bypass capacitors near to the CPU. 

Choosing capacitor and resistor values are important 
I 

to send the interrupt pulses and the data without debouncing. 

All the TTL devices concerned with the CPU have been 

chosen as LS TTL ones in order not to overload the pP bus. 

( 

Two independent clock pulse generators have been 



cOI?-structedsincethe two lift simulators operate 

indepeI!dently. 
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In this design three PIAs have'been used completely 

for I/O requirements between peripherals and the CPU. 

26 buttons and switches have been used for various 

purposes; so a lot of capacitors and resistors have been 

required to prevent debouncing problem. 

The data from the light sensors have been first 

taken directly from the counter.outputs to PIA data 

lInes; but afterwards it has been seen advantageous 

to count via interrupt pul'ses to save .1/0 -lines. 
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Recommendations ---------------
.. 

Several variations in the design are possible. Only 

some of them will be mentioned here. 

In this thesis the duplex system has been designed 

for only five floors. It would be possible to build up 

a control system for six; seven, or higher floors; just· 

adding some parts into the software. Enlarging the system 

is straight forward. 

The maximum number of passengers that a lift can 

,', bear has been chosen as six; although the program is 

flexible for changing this number. 

Another variation could be the method of counting 

passengers. One may cancel the ltght sensors and install 

,weight sensors instead. Actually present lift systems 

use'this method.The disadvantage of counting people via 

light sensors is that the CPU may not detectttwo indivi

duals who are passing through side by side. In this 

case the' counter would count wrong. However counting 

via light sensors is seen deceiving in some conditions, . 

it is fairly acceptable because ttie be~ring capacity 

of a lift is held in big margins. 



In this study the safety requirements have been 

also considered. The meaning of this statement is that 

what Vlould happen to the system if any component of the 

central control unit had un"fortunately burnt'? I f any 

such unexpected accident about the CPU" chip or PIAs 

occurs, the control system would fail. The worst case 

is that the two lifts would continue their ways without 

stopping at any floor until they would reach the first 

or the last floors. The safety system automatically 

stops the lifts at these floors by ANDj.ng the CPU's 

Start/stop output and the floor indicatorsbelonging 

those floors. The other method of stopping the cars 

is to turn on the In-Cabin Stop "switches mounted in 

each cabin":. 

The power-down condition has not been considered 

in this study. One may expand the study writing an 

adequa,te non:-maskable interrupt program into the 

software, and adding a continuous supply. 

The most important result of this thesis is tye 

potential for further studies. 
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PERIPHERAL INTERFACE ADAPTER (PIA) 

The MC6821 Peripheral Interface Adapter provides the universal 
means of interfacing peripheral equipment to the M6800 family of 
microprocessors. This device is capable of interfacing the MPU'to 
peripherals through two B-bit bidirectional peripheral data buses and 

'fbur control lines. No external logic is required for interfacing to most. 
peripheral devices. ' . 

The functional configuration of the PIA is programmed by the MPU ' 
during system initialization. Each' of the peripheral data lines can be pro
grammed to act as an input or output, and each of the four con
trol/interrupt lines may be programmed for one of several control 
modes. This allows a high degree of flexibility in the overall operation of 
the interface.. . . . 

• 8-BitBidirectional Data Bus for Communication with the. 
MPU 

• Two Bidirectional B-Bit Buses for Interface to Peripherals 
• Two Programmable Control Registers 
• Two Programmable Data Direction Registers 

• i=our Individually-Controlled Interrupt Input Lines; Two' 
'. Usable as Peripheral Control Outputs 

• Handshake Control Logic for Input and Output Peripheral 
... Ope«Hion . 

.. High-Impedance Three-State and Direct Transistor Drive 
.... Peripheral Lines . 

.; -P~6gram Controllec(lnterrupt and Interrupt Dis~ble Capability 

• CMOS Drive Capability on Side A Peripheral Lines 
..• Two TTL Drive Capability on An A and B Side Buffers' 
.•. , TTL-Compatible 

...• Static Operation ... , 

MAXIMUM RATINGS. 
.. . Characteristics S.'f01bol Value Unit 

Supply Voltage . . VCC ~0.3 to +7.0 V 

Input Voltage Vin -0.3 to + 7.0 V 

Operating Temperature Range TL to TH 
MC6821, MC68A21, MC68B21 TA o to 70 . °c 
MC6821C, MC68A21C, MC68B21C -40 to +85 

Stor;;ige Temperature Range Tstg -55 to + 150 °C 

/' 

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristic Symbol Value Unit 

Thermal Resistance. 
Ceramic 

8JA 
50 

°C/W 
Plastic 100 
Cerdip 60 

. T~is d~vice contai~s circuitry to protect the inputs agai~st damage due to high 
static volt~es or electric fields; however, it is advised that normal precautions 
be taken to avoid application of any voltage higher than maximum-rated 
voltages to this high-impedance circuit. Reliability of operation is enhanced if 

~r:!.u.~e~s_~!£'~_~_!P.~!l.!PP!.oE!!.~_'9)1~ \i.e., either VSS or VCC!. 

MC6821 
, (1.0 MHz). 

"' 
MC68A21 

(1.5 MHz)' .. _-

i MC68B21 
I (2.0 MHz)' 

A~dLi\kddk· b~CA-N 
MOS 

IN-CHANNEL,. SILICON-GATE. 
DEPLETION LOAD) 

PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 
ADAPTER 

Vss 

. PAl 

PA2 

PA3 

PA4 

PBO 

PBl 

PB2 

PB3 

PB7 

CBI 

L SUFFIX 
• , CERAMIC PACKAGE 

CASE 715 

S SUFFIX 
CEROIP PACKAGE 

CASE 734 

'p SUFFIX 
PLASTIC PACKAGE . 

CASE 711 

PIN ASSIGNMENT . 

CAl 

IROA 

IROB 

RS1_~ 

DO. 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 
E .. 

CS1, 

CS2 

CSO 

R/W 

@MOTOROLA INC., 1~1 OS941 

I 
. ----.. ~----.. - ~---.--- -----:---.---------, . -_._---_.,.--- - ~-- -- .. -,.....--- - --------_ .. __ .. 
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.' • "~' , .~' •• :' ",... " ...... >' t"' ~. ~ • • ":' • ' " 'f, " ' ' • • • 

. MC6821.MC68A21.MC68B2t , ... .'.'" : .. :, .... ." . c·.' :', .... ' .' .. ' .. ' 
, " ,', .,,'': .. : .. ::. ' ...... ,:' '':::,,- "~'~.' .',. ,', .. ~. ' ':.:--" :.-~,-.".. . '", 

'" 

POWER CONSIDERATIONS 

.. The averagechip~junctio~!te~J)er~ture,TJ;in DC can be obtained from: 

. T J = TA+ (PoeOJAI .... ,_ .. (1) 
.. ·~W.tiere: ' .. , ~,., , . ' j'~ • 

, :', 
TAsAmbient Temperature, fC: I' "'" 

. , 
, , .' ~ 

OJA lEi Package Thermal Resi~tance, Junction-to-Ambient~ .DC/W 

F:>oa PINT+ PPORT: 1 •• ~. 
P'INT a ICC X V CC, Watts - Chip Internal Power , 

. >' . . : :PpORTsPort Power Oissipatiofl, Watts' -'User Oetermined: ....:.: .. ,.i:: .' :,:., '. .,.. . 

. For most applicationsPpORT.(·PI'NT and can be neglected. PPORTmaybecome significil1'lt if the device is.configuredJo 
drive Oarlingtonbase's 'oF sink LEO loads. i '" •. 

An approximate relationship between Po and T J (if PPORT .isneglectedl is:. . ", '.,' 
·.PO:=K:':(TJ+273DC)·' ' . "" ... .<1 '; ""(2)' 

Solving equations (and'iforKgives:"i "'.\'; 'c. '," 
K=Poe(TA+273DC)+OJAePo2 "'.1 ,. ": (),', ...t31',: .; 

"'Where k isa constant pertaining to the partic'ular part. K can be determined from equation 3 by measuring Po (at equilibrium) 
, fora known TA. Using this value of Ktheval~es of Po and T J caribs obtained by solving equations (1) and (2) iter(jtivelyfor any 

value of T A. ' 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACtERISTICS (Vcc=5.0 Vdc ±5%, VSS=O,TA=TUo JH unles~otherwise noted). 

, Characteristic. . " Symbol:' . Min 'Typ ·Max Unit 

BUS CONTROL INP~TS (R/W, Enable~ RESET, RSO, RS1, CSO, CS1, CS2) I, , ' 

Input I:ligh Voltage', VIH VSS + 2.0 VCC '; v 
Input Low Voltage --------:-----'-----''-----~-:-:-:-, -, -t--:-V:-'IL-'-' -:--t-:-:V:"'S:"'S---::0~.3:-.+---t"'7V-:-S-S...;;+=:-0-::.8:-t--'-:-V~.,-l 

Input Leakage Current (Vin = 0 to 5.25 VI lin 1.0,. , 2.5 .pA 
~~~_:_7~_:__:_----------~~------~--~~7--+~----_r--~--~~_r~~~ 

Capacitance. (Vin ';= O. ,T A,====2:::5-::oC=.=f==:-1.;.;.~0.;..M.;..H.;..z:.:.I _______ ,.--____ ,.---,-_; "_C""in",,' _..L...C._-_-'--'-1-_---''--_7_._5_.---''--.:...p_F---I 
. INTERRUPT OUTPUTS UROA, IROBI . ", .' "', '; " 

~~--::~~----7---------~~~----~.-~~-r~--~-r---'~~~~~~, 
Output Low Voltage (ILoad=3.2 mAl VOL. ,vSS+O.4 '. V 

~:----------------------------------+-~~-+------~~~~~~~~~~ 
Three·State Output Leakage Current IOZ 1.0 .. .10. pA 

~----------~----------------------~~=--+------_r--~--~~_r~~~ 
Capacitance' (Vin = O. TA = 25°C. f = 1.0 MHzl . Cout 5.0 . ': pF 

DATABUS(D~D7) ____ ~-----------------------------L~~~------~--~~----~--~ 

Input,High Voltage.VIH VSS+2.0 VCC V 

Input Low Voltage VIL VSS-0.3 VSS+0.8 V 

Three·State Input Leakage Current Win =0.4 to 2.4 VI liZ 2.0 .; 10 .;. . "A 

OutputHighVoltageULoad=~295pAI VOH VSS-t2.4 -'V 
~~~7-----~~----~--------------~~---+~~~~~~~~-::,.r~~~ 

Outp.l!tLow Voltage (I Load = 1.6 mAl· VOL - VSS+O.4 ···· .. V 
~~~~~~~------~~~~--------+-~~-+~~--4---_4--~~-r~~~ 

Capacitance (Vin=O. TA=25~C. f=1.0 Ml1zl, I ! Cin- '12.5· pF .. 

PERIPHERAL BUS IPAO·PA7, PB~PB7, CA1, CA2,CB1, CB21 . 
Input Leakage Current 

IVin = 0 to 5.25 VI 
R/W. RESET, RSO, RSI. CSO. CS1, CS2,·CAI. I . i.o .. 

. Ii' . CB1, Enable in 2.5,1 .•. pA 
'II' ", '-"-I 

Three·State Input Leakage Current (Vin = 0.4 to 2.4 VI~ PB~PB7. CB2 liZ 2.0. 10 p.A . 
~~--~----~--------~--"~~~~~+-~~-+--~~~~~--~~~~~4 

Input High Current (VIH = 2.4 VI PAO·PA7, CA2 IIH -200 -400 .. IlA-----__ ------~--------------::~~~~~--"-"--+--~~_r--_4~__::~_r~:__4 
Darlington Drive Current (VO = 1.5 VI F'B~PB7, CB2 IOH -1.0.' . ' -1011)A 

~~~----------------~~~~~~~~~~-+------_r~~~~~-r~~4 
InputLowCurrentIVIL=O.4Vlv .. PA~PA7,CA2, ; IlL -'. -1.3 -2.4 "'rnA 

-------------'-----------~~~------~r-----_r------_r--~r_~--_;~-.. -.. ~ Output High Voltage 

(I Load "" - 200 pAl 
(ILoad';; - 10 I:'AI 

, ~~ " i, ' 

PAO·PA7. PB~PB7, CA2. CB2· VOH 
. PAO·PA7. CA2 

VSS+2.4 
VCC-l.0 

V 

Output Low Voltage (I Load = 3;2 mAl VOL VSS + 0.4 V 
~~~_:_7~_:__:_77----------------------~~~-+------_r--~~~~_r~~~ 

Capacitance (Vin = O. T A =_2_5_oC~._f_=_1_.0_M_H_z_'_; _' ____________ -L.._C..:;in-'--....L.. ___ --'-__ -'-1-__ 1_0.....;..-L.._pF_....l 

POWER REOUIREMENTS 

Internal.p'ower Dissipation (Measured at T A = T LI PINT . -. 550 mW I ________ ~-"-~~ ____ ~~~~ ______ ~~ ____ -L~ ____ ~ __ ~ ______ -L~--~ 
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BUS TIMING CHARACTERISTICS (See Notes 1 and 21 
Ident. 

Number Characteristic 

1 ',Cycle Time 

2 Pulse. Width, E Low 

PulseWidttl.E High .' '. 
4' Clock Rise and Fall Time'·' 

, 9 Address Hold Time 

13 .. ',"AddressSetupTime Before E 

14.'. . Chip SelectSiHup'Jime Before E ., . 
15; . Chip Select Hold Time 

18 Read Data Hold Time' 

: 21 Write Data Hold Time 

30 "Output 'Data Delay Time 
31~ . Input Data Setup Time 

• 

Symbol 

, tAH. 

. tAS 
, tcs 

tCH 

tDHR 

tDHW 

tDDR 

,MC6821 MC68A21 
Min Max Min Max 

MC68B21 Unit; 
Min Max 

1.0 10 0.67 10 .. : 0.5 10 'ps 

430 280 210 ns 

450 280 220 ns 

·25 25 20 ns 
, 10 10 10 ns 

.80 I 60 40. ns 

10 ,10. 10 ns 
20. 50' 20 ,50' 20 50' ns 
10 10 10 ms 

·290 ' 180150 ns 
tDSW 165 80 60 

'Tlle nata rlllS_OuipUl buHersare no.longer sourcing or sinking;cu;~~nt by tDH'Rmax (Hig~·lmpedancel. 

. ;_. 
,; ,f,: 

" FIGURE 1 ''';': BUS TIMING 
.' , , 

~~------~--~--G),~--------------------~ 
~ ~------~--I(I)--------~~~~------~~~--~~----~--~~ 

E '\' V 1\ 

, ~, 

I"''''''-f-'------'-----{ 3 l------------4~ "1'=----
-+ ~0 GP ~ -+ "-0 
-~ ~0 -~ ~0 

R/W, Address ----':-tir:IVVVV\/VV:=7\A:ifI\7i'1c,. ~v:.--:---:-7-\'J7\,.r-l,,:f=---H---:-------:---:-:-:----,~-:-----,--;-~-h6~~ 

INon·Muxedl -----r~~~~~L·~·L··~·~~-------~/~~v·~~'v~x~~--~r_-------------------'-"_;~ __ --, __ ~~~~~~~ 
0, ~ 

--r-:-r--------\;.;;:I-....... ® -~ ~® \ . V-
Read Data 

Non·Muxed __ -+-_~ 

~-@ 
Write Data 

Non·Muxed 

Notes: 

. 

-----...... .,.. 

~--~r-----------__,__:_----_'_:_----------~~~~ 

.... ~f-----(30)___,~.,.__l .. ·~ . ~r-® 
MPU Read Data Non·Muxed 

MPU Wrhe Data Non·Muxed 

I 

1. Voltage levels shown are VL is 0.4 V, VH ~ 2.4 V. unless otherwise specified. 
2, Measurement points shown are 0.8 V and 2.0 V. unless otherwise specified. 

, '~ 
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PERIPHERAL TIMING CHARACTERISTics (Vcc,,;'5.0:V ±5%, vss=o v, TA=TL to TH unless otherwise specified) 

. . MC6821 . MC68A21 MC68B21 
, Characteristic ". .... .' Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max 

Unit Reference 
Fig. No; 

Data Setup Time' , 

Data Hold Time " 

Delay Time, Enable Negative Transition to CA2 Negative Transition 

Delay Time, Enable Negative Transition to CA2 Positive Transition 

Rise and Fall Times for CA 1 and CA2 Input Signals 

Delay Time from CAl Active Transition to CA2 Positive Transition' . 

" Delay Time, Enable Negative Transition to Data Valid 

Delay Time, Enable Negative Transition to CMOS Data Valid 
PAD-pA7, CA2 ,::" \ . ..:: i 

. Delay Time, Enable Positive Transition .to CB2 Negative Transition· 

Delay Time, Data Valid to CB2 Negative Transition 

Delay Time, Enable Positive Transition to CB2 Positive Transition 

Control Output Pulse Width, CA2/CB2 

Rise and Fall Time for CB1 and CB2 Input Signals 

Delay Time, CB1 Active Transition to CB2 Positive Transition 

Interrupt Release Time, IROA and IAOB 

Interrupt Response Time ". ;., 

Interrupt Input Pulse Time 

RESET Low Time' 

tpDS 

tpDH 

tCA2 

tRS2 

tpDW 

tCMOS 

tCB2 

tRS1 

PWCT 

tRS2 

tRS3 

tRL 

200 

o 

20 

500 

- -
500 

1.0 

'The RESET line.must be high a minimum of 1.0 p.S before addressing the PIA. J 

FIGURf2 "':'SU5 TIMING TEST LOADS 

(oO-D7) o 5.0V 

RL:= 2.4 kO 

Test Poini'o-....... ~· .~ ... -.. -+ .... :.;;.-. -i MMD6150 
, :' ", or Equiv. 

. , 

I ,. 

[' " 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

1.60 

1.0 

135 

o 

20 

375 

500 
0.66 

0.670 

0.670 

1.0 

1.35 

0.670 

1.35 

-0.670 

.0.670 

1.0 

1.35. 

1.10 

1.0 

100 

o 

20 

250 

500 
0.5 

" 

ns 6 

ns 6 
0.500 p.s 3,7,8 

0.500 'p.s 3, 7 

1.0' p.s :8 

1.0p.s 3,8 

0.5 p.s 3,9,10 

1.0 p.s : 4; 9-

0.5 ·p.s 3,.11,,12 

. ns 3,10 

0.5 p.s 3, 11 

ns 3, 11 

1.0 . p.' 12 

1.0 p.s 3, 12 

0.85 p.s 5,14 

1.0 p.s. 5,13 

ns 13 

iJS 15 

FIGURE 3 -:-ATTLEQUIVALENT--', 
TEST LOAD' ' . 

(PAO-PA7, PBO-PB7, CA2, CB2) 

5.0 V·"···--

'. RL =1.25 kO 

c'" ~. .. .... 
~ > R .. , 

• ·11.7 kO - MMD7000 130 pF 

~ Test Point 
... ' Vi 
~ II ,,;.' ,.MMD6150' 

.. .._._-:r"":.: .. 'IF. or Equiv ... 

; ',r or Equiv. 

i. 

FIGURE 4 - CMOS EQUIVALENT 
TEST LOAD 

(PAO-PA7, CA2) 

Test Point 1 
. f" 

. ~. , ... . ~ : 

R , ~ Ir 
• MMD7000 

Ir 'or EqUlv: . 
~ ..... _ .... 

\.... '"= .,;-. 
C=30pF,R=12k 

" FIGURE 5:" NMOS EQUIVALENT 
TEST LOAD. 

IIRQ Only) • 

5.0 V 

o 
} 3 kO 

Test Point o--~ 

, .. " I . 
'---...... _ .... ® MOTOROLA Semiconductor Products·lnc. , _____ ..J 
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FIGURE 6 - PERIPHERAL DATA SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 
. (Read Mode) 

:~~;::;---1. ".'1" t:=-' '---:1 ~" 
Enable T L 

FIGURE 8 - CA2 DELAY TIME 
(Read Mode; CRA-5= 1; CRA-3= CRA-4=O)· " 

Enable 

;}j
t-tr.tf 

.. CAl / 

_---f---t-C-A-~\l/ tRS2- I 
C;A2 .. (1""---

) 

FIGURE 10 - PERIPHERAL DATA AND CB2 DELAY TIMES' .... 
(Write Mode; CRB~5= CR'c:3=1, CRB-4= 0) ; 

-\ ~ ___ -J 

~tPDW _._ 

Enable 

." I 

------" 
'- PBO·PB7 X 

__ ---.J ~-_-

·CB2 goe~ low as a ~~~Ult of th~ 
positive transition of Enable. 

,\,---' 

Enable 

CBl 

I _. 

FIGURE 12 - CB2 DELAY TIME 
(Write Mode; CRB-5= l,CRB-3= CRB-4=~) . 

-// 
J' ::I rtr,tf 

'; M~'-
___ -.:..1-_.1 t_C_B\l2.' '""~ r 

CB2 . rr ! 
I 

• Assumes part waS deselected during 
any previous E pulse. 

FIGURE 7 - CA2 DELAY TIME 
(Read Mode; CRA-5= CRA3= I, CRA-4=O) 

Enable' \, I \, 
. tCA2J C --T ,tRS1 ' 

PWCT~jr 
CA2 --¥ 

'Assumes part was deselected during "'0 

the previous E pulse. 

FIGURE 9 - PERIPHERAL CMOS DATA DELAY TIMES 
'(Write Mode; CRA-5=CRA-3= I, CRA-4=O) 

Enahle 

PAO·PA7, 
CA2 

tCMOS 
tPWD t-:- ----VCC -30% Vce 

.'X~ __ _ 
! 

FIGURE 11 - CB2 DELAY TIME 
(Write Mode; CRB-5= CRB-3= I, CRB-4=O) 

Enabie 

CB2' 

... , 
• Assumes part was deselected during the 

previous E pulse. 
., 

FIGURE 13 - INTERRUPT PULSE WIDTH AND IRQ RESPONSE 

I' PWI 'I 
CA1,2 VI ]X 
CB 1, 2 __ ...... /.~.,J-< '-__ _ 

t= ,""._1_" ~}-
'Assumes Interrupt Enable Bits are set. 

Note: Timing measurements are referenced to and from.a low voltage of 0.8 volts and a high voltage of 2.0 ~~ts, unless otherwise noted. 

__ .. _. __ -,--_ ® . MOTOROLA .Semiconductor Products Inc .. 
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-, FIGURE 14 - IRQ RELEASE TIME FIGURE 15 - RESET LOW TIME ' , 

,Jble_{ RES~t-~',~~_-_-_tR_L_-_-_--,-_~" ~:.:y-
I 

:The RE_SET line must be a VIH for a minimum of 
,1.0 p.s before addressing the PIA. 

Note: Timing measurements are referenced ~o ~nd from a low voltage of 0.8 ~olts and 'a high voltage of 2.0volts, unless oth~rwise noted. 

; 

~') 
1\1 

FIGURE 16 '....:ExPANDED BLOCK DIAGRAM 

~ 38 ~ ________ ~~--~----------------~--__ ~r-------~----~ 

DO 33 

Dl 32 

D2 31 

,03 _30 

D4 '29 

D5 28 

D6 27 

D7 26 

'VCC:' Pin 20 

VSS \Pin 1 

CSO 22 
i' ': :, 

CSI 24 

CS2 23 
" RSO 36 

--f. RSI 35 

,( Riw 21 

-' !=nable 25 

~ iITSEi' '34 

Data Bus 
Buffers 
(DBB) 

, Bus Input' 
, Register; 

(SIR) 

Chip 
Select 

and 
R/W 

Control 

.' 1 ~ 

.. 
" m 

-; 
c. 
c 

Control ' 
Register A 

(CRA) 

Output Sus 

Output 
Register A 

(ORA) 

Output 
Register S 

(ORS) 

Interrupt Status 
-" "Coln,olA' ,:,--

D~ta Direction 
Register A 
(DORA), 

Peripheral, 
Intedace ' 

A 

Peripheral 
Interface 

S 

Data Direction 
'Register S 

(OORS) 

"Interrupt Status' 
------------~------~-.:.::....:~-------------.:.~ C,ontroJ S 

, ,. ~, .~' " 

40 CA1 

39 CA2 

18 CSI 

19 CS2 
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PIA INTERFACE SIGNALS FOR MPU 

. ~he PIA interfaces to the M6800 bus with an 8-bit bidirec
tional dat~ bus, three chip select lines, two register select 
hn~~, two mterrupt request lines, a read/write line, an enable 
line and a reset line. To ensure proper operation with,the 
MC6800, MC6802, or MC6808 microprocessors,> VMA 
should be used as an active part of the address decoding. 

. BidirectionaLData (D0-D7) -:- The bidirectional data lines 
(DO·D7) allow the transfer of data between the MPUand the 
PIA. The data bus output drivers are three-state devices that 
remain in the high-impedance (off) state except when the 
MPUperforms a PIA read oper~tion. The read/write line is in 
the read (high) state when the PIA is selected for a reed 
operation. 

Enable (E) - The enable pulse, E, is the only timing 
signal that is supplied to the PIA. Timing of all other signals 

, is referenced to,the leading and trailing edges of the Epulse. 

Read/Write (R/W) ;- This Signal is gener~ted by the 
MPU to control the direction of'datatransfers'on'the data 
bus. A low state on the PIA read/write line enables the input 
buffers and data 'is ,transferred fro·ffi:the·MpLj to the PIA on 
the E signal iLthe device has been ,selected. A high on the 
readlwrite ,line sets up the PIA for a transfer of data to. the 
bus: The PIA output' b,uff~rs are enabled .when the proper ad
dressandtheenable pulse E are present.: ' Ii', . 

",RESE'T,'7"' The aicti~e low RESET line is used to reset'all 
register bits in the 'PIA to a logical zero (low). This line can be 
useeI' ,!'~a ,poyver-on' reset and as a.master' reset during 
.syst~mop~ra!ion "~ "0· j • ' i' . , .' 

,~~), ' .. , ,'; 'I; . _' "il"' 

Chip Selects (CSO, CS1, and CS2) - These three input 
si9rials are usEld to select the. PIA;, CSQandCSl must be 

· high and CS2 must be low for selection of the device: Data 
transfers, are then performed under the control of the enable 

• and rE~ad/write signals .. The. chip select lines must be stable 
:., ': .• , ".':,," _,' "', ,JI,", ," • 

.... , 
,! 

.) 
.' '.1 

for ths duration of theE pulse: The device is deselected 
when any of the chip selects are in the inactive state. 

Register Selects (RSO and RS1) - The two register; 
select lines are used to select the various registers inside the 
PIA. These two lines are used in conjunction with internal 

, ControL Registers to select a particular register"that is to be 
written or read. )' . ' 

The register and chip select lines should be stable for the 
duration of the E pulse while in the r,ead or write cycle. ' 

'{' , :'1', "i', 

Interrupt Request (lROAand IRoB) - The active low In
terrupt Request lines IIROA and IROB) act to interrupt the 
MPU either directiy or through interrupt priority circuitry.' 
These lines are "open drain" (no load device on the chip), • 

.:: ' . Thispermits all interrupt request lines to be tied togethe~!n a 
'wire~OR configuration. 

Each Interrupt Request line has two internal interrupt flag 
bits that can cause the Interrupt Request line to go low. Each 

';, ,flag bit is associated with a particular peripheral interrupt 
" ,c line. Also, four interrupt enable bits are provided in the PIA 
",which may be,used to inhibit·a particular 'interrupt from a' 
, peripheral device.' 
:' ,,$ervicing' an interrupt by the M PU may be accomplished 

:" by a software routine that; on a prioritized basis,sequentially 
; reads, andtests:the twocontrolregisters in each PIA for in-
, terrupt flag bits that are set.' -:" 

The, interrupt. flags are cleared' (zeroed) as a result of an 
, MPURead,Peripheral Data Operation 'of the corresponding 

data register. After being cleared, the interrupt flag bit can
not be enabled to be set until the PIA is deselected during an 
E pulse. The E pulse iS,usedto condition,the interrupt control 
lines (CAl, CA2, CB1, CB2l. When these lines are,used as 

. 'fnterrupt inputs, at least on'e E pulse must occur from the in
active edge to the active edge of the'interrupt input signal to 
condition: the edge sense network. If the interrupt flag has 

I, been enabled an-d the' edge sense circuit has been properly 
,conditioned, the interrupt flag will be set on'the next active 
.transitiQnof the interrupt input pin. . 

;'"; , 

',':il!:.: 'I 

"""C'PIA PERIPHERA{INTERFACE LINES' 

The' PIA :'~rovides tw~ 8c~i~ bidirectiOrialdafa buses' 'and 
four interrupt/control lines for interfacing to "peripheral 
devices.' " .' 

-,',', ,.r' 

Section A Peripheral Data (PAO-PA7) . Each of the 
peripheral data lines can be programmed to act as an input or 
output. This is accomplished by setting. a':il~', in the cor

, responding.D~ta Direction Register bit for t~ose!i.neswhich 
· are.to: be; outputs. A "0" in a bit of the, Data Direction 
Regist~r'diuses Hie corresponding peripheral data line to act 
asaninput.buririg an MPU Read Peripheral.Data Operation, 
the data o~ peripheral lines programmed to act as inputs ap
pears eJ'irectly'onthe corresponding MPU Data Bus lines. In 

, the input r\-1ode, the internal pullupresistoron these lines 
:represents'a'maximumof 1.5 standarct"TTL loa,ds. ',,' , 
. The data in Output Register A will appear on ~he. data lines 
'thata're programmed tobe outputs. A logical "r'written in
to the register will cause a "high" on the corresponding data 

line while a "0" results in a "low." Data in Output Register A 
may be read by an MPU "Read Peripheral Data A" operation 
when the corresponding lines are programmed as outputs. 
This data will be' read property if the voltage' on the 
peripheral data lines is greater than 2.0 volts'for a lOgic "1" 

l output and less than 0.8 volt for a'iogic "Q" output. Loading 
the output lines such that the voltage on these lines does not : 

: reach full voltage causes the data transferred into the M PU 
,ona Read operation'to differ, from that; contained in the 
respective bit of Output Register A 

, ' . ~ ~. 

Section, B Peripheral Data (PBO-PB7) - The peripheral 
data lines in the B Section of the PIA can:be programmed to 
act as either'jnputsor outputs in a similar manner·to PAO

:PA7.They have three,state capabiity, allowing them to enter" 
a high-impedance state when the peripheral data line is used 

,as an input. In addition, data onthe peripheral data lines 

r------'-~- @ ''1KOTOROLA Semiconductor Productsjnc. 
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PB~PB7 will be readPrOP~rlYfro~th6se"~;e~'pr~g~~mmed' 
as outputs even if the voltages are·.below.2.0;volts for a 
"high" or above 0.8 V for,'a "low" .As outputs,' these lines 
are compatible with standard TTL and may also,be used as a 
source of up to 1 milliampere at 1.5,volts to directly,drive the 
base of a transistor sWitch. ' 

, Interrupt Input (CA i and .CB 1) Peripheral input lines 
CA l' and CBl are input only ,lines that ,set the interrupt flags 
of the 'control registers. ,The active transition:Jor these 

, signals is also programmed by the two control:registers. 
"I. 

. -" 
Peripheral Control (CA2) - The peripheral control line . 

CA2 can be programm..ed to aC!,a.s an interrupt input or as a 
! ". ~ 

\":, 

"j'" " 

'peripheml co~trciloutput. As an output, this line is 
blewith standard TTL; as an inpu(the internal pullup 
on this line represents ,1.5 standard TTL loads. The func" 
of this signal line is programmed ~ith Control Registeu 

, Peripheral Control (CB2) - Peripheral Control line 
, may also be programmed to act as an interrupt input 
, peripheral control output. As an input, this line has high 
put impedance and is compatible with standard TTL. As 
output it is compatible with standard TTL and may also 
used as a so\Jrce of up to 1 milliamper~ at 1.5 volts to dire; 
drive th~ ba'se ofatransi~tor-~witch. This line is program .. 
,by Control RegisterB. '" " "', ' ,'" 
': . ," 

! 'J) '"l 

; /" ' 

:INTERNAL CONT80LS, ' , - - i:; ( 

)' "'jll 

INITIALIZATION 
,A RESEThas the effect, of zeroing all PIA registers. This 

will, set PA~PA7, PB~PB7, CA2 and CB2 as inputs, and all 
interrupts disabled. The PIA must be configured during .the 
restart program whieh follows the reset. 

There are six'iocations within'the PIA accessible tb'the 
MPU data bus: two Peripheral Registers, two DataDirection' 
Registers, :,and ~two ,Control :,Registers, Selection, of these 
locations is controlled by the ,RSO andRSl inputs'together 

,withbit 2 in the,Control'Register,as shown in Table:'" 
: Details of gossible configurations of the 'Data'Direction 

anq, Control Register are -as follows: 

" "Control" 

" : ',' 
Regi~!~;,iJiL 

" 

, ' J<' 

, :.~ ,I 

RSI R~O CRA;2 CRB,2 ",c' Location Selected, 

',0 0',' l' 'X 
0 0'" 0 X 

" 
• Data Direction Register A, 

0 X X Control Register A 

0 X Peripheral Register B 

0 X 0 Data Direction Register B 

X X 

X ~ Don't Care 

, .... 
,As shown in Figure 17 , the MC6821 has a pair of 1/0 ports 

, 'vY~ose characteristics ~differ, greatly. The Aside' is designed 
)0 qrive CMOS logic to normal 30% to 70% levels, and incor
,porates an internal pullup device that remains connected 
even in the input mode: Because of this; the A side requires 
more d~ive current in the input mode than: Port B.' In ,con
trast, the B side uses a normal three-state NMOS buffer 
which cannot pullup to CMOS levels without external 

: resistors. The B side can drive' extra loads such as' Darl-
ingtons without,problem.When the PIAcomes oLit of reset, ' 
the A; port represents inputs with pullup' resistors, whereas 

, theB~side (input mode also)will float high or low, depending 
uponthe,load connected to it. ' 

Notice the differences between a 'PorI' A 'and Port B 
operation when in the output mode.,When reading Port 
the actual, pin is read, whereas the B side read comes from 

."outputlatch, ahead of the actual pin.: , 

;,CONTROL REGISTERS (CRA and CRB) 
The two Control Registers (CRA and CRS) allow theM 

, to control-the operation of the four peripheral control 
::- CAl, CA2jCB1, and CB2.ln addition they allow the M 

enable the interrupt lines and monitor the status of the 
rupt flags. Bits 0 through,50f the two registers fl}ay be, 

,ten,onead by the' rv'IPU when the proper chip select 
register select signals are' applied. 'Bits 6 and 7 of the 
registers are read only and are modified byexternal' 
occurring on control lines CAl, CA2, CBli,'orCB2.The 
mat of the control words is shown in Figure 18. 

, "'I:: , '" ' • ,':' ;~,) .' ' : '" 

, DATA D1RECTldN<AcCESS:CONTROL' BIT (CRA-2 
,:CRB"2) . ' ',' ,", ,J • ' , 

, '.. • 1.~ . " . ' ," '. . ... ,', 1 ~ ,,1 ... ,", ,: .-,; ~:', • 

Bit 2,. 10' each Control Register (CRA and CRB), 
'minesselection'ofeither a PeripheralOutpu! Register or 
corresponding Data Direction E Register when the pro 
register select signals are applied ,to RSOand RS 1. A"" 
bit 2 allows access of the Peripheral Interface Register, 
a~:O" causesthe'Data Direction Register to be ar1r1lrp<:<~pt11 
. i i ... ~ .. ; ':,: ;. 

Interrupt Flags (CRA-6, CR,l\-7, CRB-5, ,and CRB~7) 
, The,Jour interruptflag,bits 'arecseLbY,active ,transitions 
;~slgnals': on the four Interrupt and Peripheral Control Ii 
'"when 'those lines are programmed to be inputs. These 
cannot be set directly from the MPU Data Bus and are 
i(ldirectlY by a Read, Peripheral Data ,Operation on :the 

; propriatesection. ' ,; ;;,,~: .. ,'" " 

Control of CA2 and' CB2 Peripheral Control Lines ( 
'CRA-4; CRA-5,CRB-3" CRB~4: and CRB~,5)' 7: Bits 3, 4, . 
5 of the'two c'ontrol registers are used tocorltrolthe CA2 a 
CB2 Peripheral'Controllines,'These bits determine if the 

,trol: lineswill~be' an interrupt input or-an' output cn 
signal.' If bit CRA-5, !<;:RB~5) is'low:CA2 (CB2)is an inte 
input'line sirT)ilarto'CA1(CBll. When:CflA~5 (CRB-5) 

·high; CA2 (CB2) becomes an output signal that may be 
to control peripheral data' transfers. W~enin the ou 
mode; CA2: and l CB2 have slightly different Joa 
characteristics> ' j',' :. ',' 

,_:,0 .. , 

'------@'Mc,TOR91..A Semiconductor Products' Inc. 
'. ~' \ 

,'",,;r 

8 

" ... -,_ .. ,----------,.--------- ,-----_._. ~,-~~--.. ----...... -

'. ':. 

, Control, of CA1,~nd CBl Interru:Ptlnpu~~ines(CRA-O, 
CRB-l, CRA-1,and CRB-1) - The two lowest-order bits of 
~he control registers are used to,control the interrupt input 

, Hnes CAl and GB 1. Bits CRA-O and' CR B-O are used to 

,ehilble t~e MP'U inte~rup't signals IRQA arid IROB, respec
, tively. BitsCRA-l and CRB~l determine the active transition 

of the interrupt input~ignals CA1.and CB1. 

FIGURE 17 - PORT A AND PORT B EaUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

, 
i Port B PortA 

VCC 

Port Pin': ' 
Data Direction 

Data 

Direction 
'DATA_~ ,.-

'" '" (I-Output Pin) 
, (Q-Input Pin) 

To External 
B'us 

Read A Data 
in Input or 

Output Mode 

, " 
, 

Data'Direction 
, (1-lnput Pin) 

10-OutputPin) .:-

Internal PIA Bus 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

, } t.' MC68A21 C£, 

=r" T Motorola Integrated Circuil ' -
M6800 Family ---------' 
Blanks = 1.0 MHz 
A= 1.5 MHz 
B= 2,0 MHz " 

, " Device Designal10n _---'----'----'--"-'_--l 

InM6800FamilY 
Temperalure Range -----,,---..:....----' 

, ,Blank = 0°- -+: 70°C 
C= -40 0 -+85"C 
Package ---------------' 
P = Plasllc 

. I, 5 =Cerdlp 
L= Cerar.oic 

BETTER PROGRAM " 

Better program processing is available on all types listed. Add 
suffix letters to part number, 

Levell add "5" Level 2 add ':0" Level 3 add "OS" 

Levell "5"= 10 Temp Cycles - (-25 to l50°CI: 
HI Temp testing at T A max, 

Level 2 "0" = 168 Hour Burn,in al 125°C 
'Level 3 "OS" = Combination of Levelland 2, 

Speed ' Device 

1.0 MHz 
MC6821P,L,S 

MC6821 CP ,CL,CS 

1.5 MHz' 
MC68A21P,L,S 

MC68A21CP,CL,CS 

2.0 MHz ' MC68821P,L,S 

;., , 

VCC 

Read of B 
Data when 

in Input'Mode 

Temperature Range 

'0 to 70°C 
-40 to +85°C 

o to +70°C 
-40 to +85°C 

o to + 70°C 

'-----® MOTOROLA, Semiconductor Prod,:,cts Inc. 
g 

----.. -.----'---.-.---~------,. 
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Determine Active CAt (CBt) Transition for Setting 
Interrupt Flag IROA(B)t - (bit 7) 
bl,:,O: ·IROAIB)l set by high-to~low transition on CAt 

ICB1)" ... 

. bl = 1: IROAIB)l set by low-te-high transition on CAt· 
ICB1). .' . -." '.; 

IROA(B) 1 Interrupt Flag (bit 7) 

Goes high on active transition of CAl ICBll; Automa
tically cleared by MPU Read of Output' Register AlB), . 
May also be cleared by hardware Reset. 

,·1 . 

b7 b6 b5 I 

l! 

b4 
Control Register IRCAIB)t IRCAIB)2 .····CA2ICB2) 

Control 

I 
.' Flag. ,Flag 'c7 .-.. "~,, 

" 
.. ,''', 

IROA(B)2 Irterrupt Flag (bit 6) 
When CA2(CB21 is an input, IRCAIB) goes high on ac
tive transition CA2 (CB21; Automaiically cleared by! 
MPU Read of Output Register AlB), May also be ; 
cleared by hardware Reset. 
CA2 ICB2) Established as Output (b5= 11: .IRqAIB) 
2=0, not affected by CA2 ICB2) transitions.' 

CA2 ICB2) Established as Output by b5=t . . .... 
(Note that operation of CA2 and CB2 output 

b5E1 b3 functions are 'not identical) 

CA2 

o b3 = 0:- Read Strobe with CAl Restore 
CA2 goes Iowan· first high-to-Iow 
E transition following an MPU read 
of Output Register A;.retllrned high 

.. by .. next. active .CA '. tra~sition •. as 
specified by bit 1. ',.: ; •. 

. b3 = 1: Read Strobe with E Restore , 

CB2 

CA2 goes Iowan fi,rst high-to-Iow 
E transition following an MPU read 

1 of Output Register A; returned high 
by next hlgh-to-Iow E transition dur
ing a deselect. . . , 

b3=0: Write Strobe with CBt· Restore 
CB2 goes Iowan. first low-to-high 
E transition following an MPU write 
into Output Register B; returned 
high by the next active CB 1 transi
tion as specified by bit 1. CR B-b7 
must first be cleared by a read of 
data. 

b3= 1: Write Strobe with.E Restore 
CB2 goes Iowan first low-to-high 
E transition following an MPU write 
into Output Register B; returned 

b5 b4 b3 high by the next low-to-high E tran-

L 
sition following an' E pulse which 

.' occurred while. the part was de-
selected. . 

1 1 Set/Reset CA2 (CB2) . 

CA2 ICB2) goes. low as MPU writes 
b3=0 into 'control Register. 
CA2 ICB2) goes high as MPU writes 
b3 = 1 into Control Register. 

r .' 

FIGURE t8 - CONTROL WORD FORMAT· 

'''' i 

L CAt (CBt)lnterrupi Request Enable/Disable 
bCi;,;o: ; Disable~ IROAIB) . MPU Interrupt by CAt 

.' . (CBt) active transition. 1 

bO= t: Enable IRCAIB) MPU Interrupt by CAl ICB1) 
. active .transition. 

t. IRCA(B) will occur on next IMPU generated) positive 
winsition.of bO if CAl (CB1) active transition oc
curred while interrupt was disabled. bO 'j" ~d"'~~'"' 

'-e,.- oQ-:)~~ (A-1. o\..~ ~"~~'&I"\' o'\d. ~ \ 

b3 b2 bl I bO 
DDR ' , .: CA11CBll , .. ,." 

iAccess ' '1 ; . Control :' . , .. ". " . 

Determines Whetller"Data Direction Register' Or Output 
Register is Addressed 
b2=0: Data Direction Register selected. 
b2= 1: Output Register selected. 

CA2 (CB2) Established as Input by b5=O 

b5 b4 b3 

~", L CA2 (CB~)I~terruPt Request Enable/Disable 

b3=0: . Disables IRCAI~) MPU Interrupt by 
CA2(CB2) active transition." . 

b3= 1: Enables IRCA(B) MPU Interrupt by 
CA2 ICB2) active transition . 

"IRCAIB) will occur on next (MPU generat-
• tedi positive transitio[1 of b3 if CA2 ICB2) . 

.. aciive trarlsition occurred ·while interrupt 
was disabled. • 

L---')~Determines Active CA2 (CB2) Transition for 
Setting Interrupt Flag IROA(B)2 - (Bit b6) 

b4=O: IRCAIB)2 set by high-to-Iow transi- i 

tionon CA2 ICB2)' 

b4=1: IRCAIB)2set by low-to-hightransi-
tion on CA2 ICB2): . 

MOTOROLA Semiconductor Products Inc. 
10 
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